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• Startup BD Team, AWS

• Venture product partner, Afore Capital
• Active startup adviser and angel investor

• Previously raised $1.2M from Fairhaven 
Capital, Mark Cuban, and others for 
startup, Oasys



For the next 30 mins
• Before Fundraising – How to Craft Your Narrative

• During Fundraising – The Art of Pitching



• Craft a powerful fundraising narrative

• Prepare founders to answer VC questions 
in the most impactful way

• Create funding momentum

Goal of this workshop is to:



Preparation Phase



Prep checklist before 
scheduling a single call

1. Narrative

2. Deck or memo

3. Financial model/projection (depending on round)

4. Investor criteria + target list

5. Warm contacts with prospective angels/VCs



What is a fundraising 
narrative? 

The baseline of everything 
you talk about.



Narrative =/ Deck

Create your narrative 
BEFORE you create your deck

Narrative is memorable 
explanation of what you’re 

building, why you’re fundraising, 
and why someone should invest



The most successful founders 
tie every VC question back to 
their core narrative



1. What are you building?

2. What are your unique strengths?

3. What  insights have you figured out so far?

4. What will the future look like if you’re successful?

Narrative questions to work backwards from



What are you building?



What are you Building

• Short concise language

• No slang or industry-specific terms 

• Don’t start with the problem

• Focus on what your product is and who its for 
(ex we are building the next logistics company 
for shippers everywhere)



“We’re an analytics tool for podcasters”



What are your unique strengths?



Identify your strengths

• Uniquely qualified team

• Domain expertise

• Progress/Traction

• Opportunity

• Impactful distribution



Identify your strengths

“We’re an analytics tool for podcasters, and we’re 
a team of former podcast producers who 
produced 5 of the 20 most downloaded podcasts 
of all time.”



What insights have you figured out 
so far



What have you figured out so far?

• An investor’s job is to assess risk

• Frame progress terms of how the business has 
been de-risked, not arbitrary KPIs

• Numbers alone don’t tell the full story. Start with 
what you’ve figured out qualitatively before 
backing up with numbers

• Enlightening behavioral insights not known by 
investors



What will the future look like if 
you’re successful



What will the future look like if you’re successful?

• Align your vision with investors who see future a 
similar way

• Be opinionated about your vision of what the future 
looks like

• Show that the business could be big to show the 
potential of venture-scale returns

• If you’re right about what the future looks like and 
you win, is this a $1B business?



What will the future look like if you’re successful?

“With all of the independent podcasters using our 
platform, we’ll be able to wedge into larger podcast 
studios. We’ll have the most complete podcast dataset 
and companies will build ad networks and other 
products on top of our API.”



To Summarize



What are you building?



What are your unique strengths?



What have you figured out so far?



What will the future look like 
if you’re successful?



Act of Pitching 



Tips to Pitch

Mark all the risks in your 
business and write down the 

questions they may ask 
about them & prep answers

Practice, practice, practice 
with your narrative in mind

Do not pitch until you are 
ready  where ready = mock 

pitch with at least 1 VC/angel 
and 1 founder



Pitching and your narrative

Take your anticipated 
questions list and prepare 
answers based on your 
narrative 

80% of your pitch and 
Q/A should focus on your 
narrative key points



Ex

Investor

“Isn’t the podcast industry 
consolidating. How can 
you wedge yourself 
against large market 
leaders?”

Narrative-based answer

“The seems like the case from the outside. 
But based on our 20 years of experience in 
podcasting, responsible for the top 5 
podcasts in the US, we actually believe the 
podcast market is growing at an 
unbelievable rate. Someone is starting a new 
podcast every 3 seconds and we believe new 
podcasters will want a simple, easy way to 
edit.”



Dr. Laura Huang 
of Harvard Business School

Observed 140 startup teams fundraise over a 2 year 
period and found that teams get asked either 
promotional or prevention-based questions.

The teams who were able to answer both in a 
promotional way raised more



if founders were able to answer 

• A prevention question with a 
promotional answer raised $7.3M 
more than founders who didn’t.

$563k

$7.9M

Prevention Answer Promotion Answer



Identify a Prevention Question

1. Are you on the defense? 

2. Are you explaining the essence of your company instead 
of goals and vision?

3. Are investors asking about retention, costs, risk or loss?
“Why can’t Google just do this?“

“How long will it take you to 
break even?” 

“Will SMBs actually pay for this?”



Promote, promote, promote

Answer prevention questions in two ways

1. Answer the question head on but spend the majority of your time 
answering in a promotional way

“Our CAC is $15. But, we are implementing a top down strategy to 
squeeze it to $12 since we will get scaled distribution through SMBs. This 
strategy will enable revenue growth of 20% MoM and $3M in ARR.”

2. Pivot and clarify the question to be promotional

“Are you asking about how we plan to grow the business at $12 CAC?”

What is your customer 
acquisition cost (“CAC”)?



Thank you
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Hindsight is 20/20: Fundraising Tips I Wish I Had Known 

Cynthia Plotch
Co-Founder | Stix

Michael Ioffe
CEO | Arist


